APPLICATIONS
Pads can be used to cushion both
light and heavy items, from glass
vases through to electrical motors,
using a single pad to cushion sides
and corners or rolling up packaging
into a coil.

Converter
Floorstand

Tablestand

Dimensions (w x d x h)

61 x 110 x 163 cm

61 x 87 x 139 cm

Weight

93 kg

89 kg

Power

1050 W

1050 W

Voltage

100-240 VAC

100-240 VAC

Paper packs
90 Ecoline

90 Virgin

70/70 Rec/Vir

70/75 Rec/Eco

Length

300 m

300 m

180 m

180 m

Width

38 cm

38 cm

38 cm

38 cm

Paper basis weight

90 g

90 g

70/70 g

70/75 g

Pack weight

21 kg

21 kg

20 kg

21 kg

90 Ecoline

90 Virgin

70/70 Rec/Vir

70/75 Rec/Eco

Pallet load

24 packs

24 packs

24 packs

24 packs

Pallet dimensions (w x d x h)

120 x 80 x 110 cm

120 x 80 x 110 cm

120 x 80 x 110 cm

120 x 80 x 110 cm

Pallet weight

514 kg

514 kg

490 kg

514 kg

Paper pallet
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Whether you need stronger pads or
pads with more flexibility, PadPak
Guardian can produce both. That
makes it well-suited to almost any
packaging environment, from
automotive to e-commerce.

SPECIFICATIONS

Packaging
that will grow
your business

®

PadPak Guardian is
the sustainable, compact,
fast and simple answer to
many of your protective
packaging needs
™

Cushioning solutions are available for working
at raised height or lower down and for
either standalone use or next to a
working table, using a floorstand
or tablestand converter.
The result is a cushioning resource
that boosts efficiency in virtually
any working environment.

YOUR BENEFITS
Excellent product protection
Reliable protection for your
products is a must. Padpak
Guardian provides a wide range of
different paper types with proven
high cushioning values, protecting
your products properly whatever
the application.

COMPACTNESS
Sustainable materials
Ranpak is leading the way for
sustainable packaging across the
globe. Our in-the-box packaging
solutions can support your growth,
protect the environment, and keep
your customers happy.

Reduced packaging operation costs
An Enhanced Loading System
means that paper can be loaded in
20 to 30 seconds, with major gains
in production time. If a paper jam
occurs, your operator can resolve it
with a single button, for higher
production throughput and less
paper waste. To optimize
production, you can access three
different speed settings, up to over
1.2m of pads per second. With five
operation modes and low paper
shrinkage, Padpak Guardian gives
you more efficient operations in
many different circumstances.

KEY FEATURES

Compact
A compact footprint, with
reduced size and weight,
means that PadPak
Guardian uses your
warehouse space more
efficiently. It fits into
cramped lines where
space is tight, and
produces both 1-ply and
2-ply paper pads.

Ergonomic
A detachable 7”
touchscreen, easy
maneuverability and
adjustable working
angles make the
converter easy and quick
to operate and compact
stacks of paper are easy
to handle.

Modular configuration
Six individual modules
can be easily removed,
assembled or replaced.
This ensures easier and
cost-effective servicing,
with less converter
downtime.

Sustainable
You can choose from a
broad range of papers,
from virgin to recycled
paper, and with both
1-ply and 2-ply options.
An effective and
sustainable alternative to
plastics.

Solutions that
deliver a better
bottom line
Ranpak is focused on sustainable supply
chain performance and cost savings.
We’re focused on how supply chain performance
can effectively and efficiently be managed by
offering a total cost of ownership, better
protection against damage and improved
speed and efficiency to achieve long term
cost savings.

Sustainable, cost-effective, and
versatile packaging helps your
business to thrive while showing
your commitment to the planet.
PadPak Guardian is the sustainable,
compact, fast and ergonomic answer
to many of your packaging needs.

Over the years Ranpak has
developed converters of different
sizes for various applications.

PadPak Guardian simplifies
everything, combining multiple
benefits in one converter while
reducing physical footprint
significantly at the same time.
The compact footprint of PadPak
Guardian means it can be placed in
tight corners for better production
flow and use of space.

Converters can be moved easily
by operators when required, and
quickly adjusted to the height
required for individual applications.
The result is an optimized
packaging environment and more
efficient use of your premises.

